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	HEADLINE: Fresh citrus fruit can be pre-graded for canker.
	TITLE: Pre-Grading Fresh Citrus for Canker Prior to Dumping on the Main Packingline
	DATE: 4/15/2011
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Pathogen/Disease Detection]
	ABSTRACT: Over the past two seasons, a total of nine experiments were conducted on ‘Fallglo’, ‘Sunburst’, ‘Ruby’ red grapefruit, and navel oranges evaluating the effect of different washing methods on inhibition of degreening and ease of grading out fruit with canker lesions. The results will likely be applicable to other grade or quarantine defects as well. The washing methods tested included: 1) full wash (brush bed + high-pressure wash [HPW]) plus waxing, 2) full wash (brush bed + HPW), 3) HPW only, 4) HPW without the normal brushes, 5) brush wash only, 6) only running over a PVC roller conveyer, or 7) an untreated control. All wash treatments were conducted on commercial wash lines with wash durations of approximately 70 sec. on the brush bed, and 20 sec. on the HPW. Normal brush rotation speed was ~100 rpm. After washing, early season fruit were degreened under simulated commercial conditions (5 ppm ethylene, 85F, 95% RH) and peel color of the fruit was measured almost daily. The fruit were subsequently stored under ambient conditions (~70-75F) and evaluated weekly for the development of decay and physiological disorders. Results showed that with more brushing on the packingline, the greater the inhibition of degreening. Specifically, degreening was most inhibited by fruit receiving the full wash, followed by brush wash or HPW only, and least in fruit that passed under the HPW nozzles without being brushed. Fruit color development was almost completely inhibited if the fruit were also waxed after washing, whereas fruit that were not washed at all, but simply run on a PVC roller conveyor experienced almost no inhibition of degreening. The method of washing had no significant effect on the development of postharvest decay or disorders. These results were observed on all citrus varieties tested.As expected, the method of washing affected how clean the fruit became and how well graders could identify blemishes on the fruit. On a 1 to 9 scale, with higher scores indicating fruit that were easier to grade, fruit receiving the full washing were the easiest to grade, whereas unwashed fruit (the control) were the most difficult. An experiment with 2400 fruit gave similar results. However, the benefits of washing on grading ability was not significant when the fruit were naturally clean at harvest, i.e., early in the season. Therefore, if fruit need to be pre-graded for defects of quarantine significance early in the season when the fruit is relatively clean, very minimal or even no washing is needed so that effects on degreening will be minimal. As the season progresses, fruit become dirtier, but the fruit have much better natural color, and pre-washing can be initiated and intensified as needed to allow adequate pre-grading. 
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